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Transformers - Autobots

02 Transformers - The All Spark
03 Transformers - Optimus
04 Transformers - Bumblebee
05 Transformers - Arrival To Earth *
06 Transformers - Optimus Vs. Megatron
07 Transformers: Revenge Of The Fallen - Nest
08 Transformers: Revenge Of The Fallen - Infinite White
09 Transformers: Revenge Of The Fallen - Tomb Of The Primes
10

Transformers: Revenge Of The Fallen - Forest Battle
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Transformers: Revenge Of The Fallen - Matrix Of Leadership
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Transformers: Revenge Of The Fallen - Prime / I Rise, You Fall *
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Transformers: Dark Of The Moon - Dark Side Of The Moon
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Transformers: Dark Of The Moon - Sentinel Prime
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Transformers: Dark Of The Moon - It's Our Fight
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Transformers: Dark Of The Moon - Our Final Hope

BONUS TRACK
17

Transformers: Dark Of The Moon (Trailer Music) - Prelude

* Performed By The City Of Prague Philharmonic Orchestra

The Films…
Toys inspiring films inspiring toys… The journey of
Transformers from 80s must-have playthings, through
popular daytime cartoon and big screen animation, to
Michael Bay’s live action trilogy is a long one. It was
little surprise then, given the advancement in CGI effects
technology that in the 21st Century someone would
eventually want to point their pixels in the direction of
Cybertron’s shape-shifting heroes and villains, realising
in vivid photo-reality that awesome moment when a truck
transforms into a 32ft robot. It was this realisation that
apparently persuaded the director to take the job, invited
by Executive Producer Steven Spielberg to helm the first
of what has gone on to become three films.

Transformers, Transformers: Revenge of the Fallen and
Transformers: Dark of the Moon have each been met with mixed
reaction critically and by fans. The decision to re-design many
of the classic characters was a major bone of contention for
some, but the film’s creators felt the alien race needed more
believability physically and gave them a more organic, alien look
that harkens back to the series’ Japanese roots and the samurai
warriors of old.
The story arc is simple as Earth finds itself at the centre of an
ongoing war between the Autobots and the Decepticons, a divided
race of mechanical beings from the planet Cybertron. Power is
of course the crux of the matter, with the dastardly Decepticons
waging war on the good-natured Autobots in order to get their
claws on the all-powerful, life-giving ‘AllSpark’ in film one, the
star-draining ‘Sun Harvester’ in film two, and finally a mysterious
Cybertronian spacecraft – crashed on our moon in the 60s and
full of secrets – in film three; all this in order to extend their reach
and continue their existence. Earth is seen as nothing more than
collateral damage in their pursuit for supremacy, but with the
human race and its forces eventually on their side – thanks in
no small part to young Sam ‘Spike’ Witwicky (Shia LaBeouf)
– the Autobots restore the status quo, despite facing unspeakable
challenges and losing many friends along the way.
Critical views aside, the franchise has gone from strength to
strength with not-too-shabby box office receipts and a handful
of Oscar nominations (for Sound and Visual Effects) to boot.
All in all it goes to prove that with Transformers there really
is ‘more than meets the eye…’

The Music…
The announcement of up and coming composer young Steve
Jablonsky as tunesmith on the first Transformers score was a
surprise to some. While he had proven a strong, reliable hand across
a series of glossy horror film remakes (such as The Texas Chainsaw
Massacre and The Amityville Horror), not to mention the smallscreen suburban adventures of the Desperate Housewives,
Jablonsky was by no means ‘A-List’. This perhaps says something
about the studio’s attitude towards the original music for the
film, the soundtrack of which would be littered with songs. The
composer, however, delivered a tremendously robust score and
fans went on to campaign for the release of an Original Score
album when one seemed less than forthcoming – indeed Warners’
‘Transformers – The Score’ did come, some four months after
the song soundtrack, and was quickly made unavailable again.
Jablonsky had securely set out his blockbuster stall and went
on to compose the next two Transformers scores in 2009 and
2011 respectively.
Throughout the series, the composer delivers stirring anthem upon
stirring anthem; bringing together a heady mix of live musicians,
programming, weighty percussion, vocals and electric guitar. The
music is quite necessarily muscular, with more than a touch of the
mystical and noble. For Revenge of the Fallen Hans Zimmer worked
alongside Jablonsky on some portions of the music, most notably
the sections that incorporate Linkin Park’s song ‘New Divide’ (heard
on this album in ‘Tomb of the Primes’ and ‘Nest’) and acted as
overall producer on the score. Zimmer’s shadow lingers throughout
the music of all the films though, not just in its temperament,

but also in its instrumental colour and thematic progression;
this is of course unsurprising given the fact Steve Jablonsky
has worked alongside Zimmer et al at Remote Control Studios
since the late 1990s. Creating additional music at the studio for
Michael Bay’s films Armageddon, Pearl Harbor and Bad Boys II
it is perhaps less surprising that the composer was in the running
for Bay’s Transformers.
It’s a familiar sound then, but one that ultimately works to
effectively underline and support the dazzling action that takes
place on screen. For all its weight and punch though, Jablonsky
reins his music in where necessary and with the application
of plaintive solo cello (as in ‘The AllSpark’), solo female vocal
(‘Infinite White’) and flute (‘Optimus’) he creates a fine balance,
anchoring the emotional context of the story beautifully and
revealing his own strengths as a composer along the way.
It’s a galaxy away from the high camp of Johnny Douglas’ original
music for the animated series, not to mention Vince DiCola’s
colourful electronic pop-scapes for the 1986 animated feature
film, but Steve Jablonsky has taken the baton and given
Transformers a 21st Century Hollywood glow befitting any
major blockbuster sci-fi epic.
This is Transformers for a new generation and these films, with
their big set pieces, big effects and even bigger budgets, quite
simply deserve no less.
Michael Beek
Writer, Film Music Journalist, Critic
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